#1

In opposition to enfranchising
the “Orientals”
Excerpt from a pamphlet published in the 1930s by the
Native Sons of British Columbia, a trades and labour council
opposed to extending the franchise to “Orientals” (people
descended from Eastern Asia; e.g., China, Japan).
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Comments in brackets are not part of the original document. They have been added to assist the reader with difficult words.

In opposition to enfranchising the “Orientals”
Yet, today, we have some of our own people [white Canadians], advocating [arguing for] what must be considered only as a most dangerous expedient [way to achieve something]—the enfranchisement [right
to vote] of Orientals: [Some white Canadians are] urging, counselling and assisting the endeavours [hopes and desires] of peoples
whose fundamental ideals, whose outlook on life, whose traditions
and whose economic concepts are antagonistic [strongly opposed] to
our own appreciation of a democratic state …. Native Sons of British Columbia are unequivocally [in every way] opposed to extending the franchise to the Asiatic races …. Asiatic peoples have many
admirable qualities. We admire them for those qualities. We give and
are willing to give to them the full measure of the protection of
our laws—but we do most strenuously [strongly] oppose giving them
the right to participate in the making of those laws …. Chinese who
have spent forty years within our borders, are today just as Chinese as when they came from their own land. Their traditions, their
mental reactions, their habits and their secret contempt [dislike]
for ways that are not their own definitely mark them as unfitted
[unable] to adopt the responsibilities of a democracy such as Canadians cherish.
-Native Sons of British Columbia
Native Sons of British Columbia, “Argument advanced by Native Sons of British Columbia in opposition
to granting of Oriental franchise,” The University of British Columbia: The Chung collection, 100-1-1,
193-, http://angel.library.ubc.ca/u?/coll0803-7,2512 (Accessed October 6, 2010).
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Interview with Alex Louie
Interview with Alex Louie for Unwanted Soldiers, a film
documentary released in December 1999.
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Alex Louie:
“First time I’d got my driver’s licence, I drove my dad’s car down
to Granville and Hastings, and a bunch of hoodlums come and kicked
your fender, pull your radio aerial and you just keep driving, as
though nothing happened, as if being a coward, that’s how you feel
….
I did. I think everyone of us did those days. Every one of us wished
that we weren’t Chinese. We all asked ourselves, why were we born
Chinese …? It’s tough ….
[Regarding why he wanted to enlist] We want to better our lot, and
in order to better our lot you have to do something extraordinary
….
Yes, I remember. You just, the first day you don the uniform you
went down, a bunch of us went and walked down Granville Street.
You know, we were just a bunch of rookies, don’t know what we’re doing. It was quite the feeling. It’s the feeling of being free. That’s
what. You feel like you’re a free man. You’re a free man walking
down the street with your uniform and with the active service insignia on your sleeve …. That means a lot. People part the way for
you, and you just walk down the street like you own the street.”

Unwanted Soldiers, Prod. Jari Osbourne, documentary (National Film Board of Canada, 1999).
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Mr. Chow after World War II
Photograph taken following the war of Mr. Chow (front row, right), a Canadian Army veteran with
several senior non-commanding officers trained to become anti-aircraft instructors.
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“Mr. Chow and other senior NCOs training to be anti-aircraft instructors post war”, The memory project: Stories of the second world
war digital archive, 2003–2006, http://www.thememoryproject.com/Stories/Veteran-Profile.aspx?itemid=2645&tab=images&ima
ge=2524 (Accessed October 7, 2011).
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Interview with Victor Eric Wong
Excerpt of an interview with Victor Eric Wong, a World War II
veteran from Victoria, B.C.
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Victor Eric Wong:
“…. I did feel some discrimination because my friend, Darryl, can go
swimming at the Crystal Pool and I couldn’t go … even in theatres,
we were segregated …. By 1944, [Japan] held all those territories,
and the British wired Canada and says, where can we find Chinese
people that can know English, and everything that is needed to help
with the guerilla warfare …? So they sent letters to about 8000 …
to have us enlist. And it was compulsory. So we had town hall meetings. And we decided … although we’re not Canadians and we’re not,
we’re British subjects, there’s two factions. One wanted to go and
one say, “Why should you go when you’re not even a Canadian?” So we
all decided in our town hall meetings that the best way to do is to
go and sign up and go and come back and lobby for the franchise.
This is exactly what we did ….
For the Chinese Canadians, we want our people to know that we went
to war and returned and won two wars, which is the war over the
enemy …. And then the second thing, the most important thing, is
that we came back and we lobbied the government, and in 1946, when
we got discharged, by the end of 1946, parliament passed the law
saying that we can be a Canadian citizen, but it didn’t became official until January the 1st, 1947. Which I’m very proud of.”
“Victor Eric Wong,” The memory project: Stories of the second world war digital archive, 2003–2006, http://www.thememoryproject.com/Stories/Veteran-Profile.aspx?itemid=2310 (Accessed October 7, 2011).
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A petition for the right to vote
In September 1944, the Chinese Canadian Association drew up
this petition to the British Columbia and federal governments.
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A petition for the right to vote
September 1944
(4) That your Petitioners consist of persons of
the “Chinese” race and are Canadian citizens by
birth or naturalization [became Canadian citizens after moving here from another country]
and … many are ready to take up arms [fight] and
lay down their lives in defence of the country
against aggressions.
(5) That we consider being deprived of [not having] the right to vote is an unfair and arbitrary [without good reason] derogation [lessening]
of our rights as citizens of Canada.
(6) That unknown numbers of our race have given
their lives in the present struggle for democracy.
(7) That we are loyal citizens of Canada and consider that in view
of our efforts for many years to secure the right above referred
to and in view of our obligations with regard to military service
our Petition should be granted.
YOUR PETITIONERS therefore most humbly pray that Your Governments may
be graciously pleased to grant the “Chinese” resident in the Province
of British Columbia the right to vote at all elections held in the said
Province … including elections held under the said “Dominion Elections
Act.”
AND YOUR PETITIONERS WILL EVER PRAY, etc.
Chinese Canadian Association, “Petition to the government of B.C. and the dominion of Canada,” The University
of British Columbia: The Chung collection, EX-4.2-4, 1944, http://angel.library.ubc.ca/u?/coll0803-7,16431 (Accessed October 6, 2011).
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Reverand Lam urges franchise
for ‘Young’ Chinese
Article written by Reverend Andrew Lam, published in The
Province newspaper on November 21, 1944.
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The Province
November 21, 1944

Rev. Lam Urges Franchise for ‘Young’ Chinese
Differentiating between “older Chinese” and Canadian-born
Chinese, Rev. Andrew Lam today called for immediate extension of the franchise to younger Chinese on the grounds
that the great consensus of Canadian opinion favored such
action.
He admitted the matter of a vote for older Chinese presented “a greater
problem,” in an address to the Lions Club in Hotel Georgia … he felt
that Chinese Canadians were entitled to the franchise on the basis of (1)
assimilation [becoming more like the dominant culture] and (2) contribution to the country.
“It is time Canada adopted a new set of principles based on a different
attitude toward Canadian Chinese,” he declared.
Reverend Lam is a graduate of U.B.C. and Anglican Theological College.
“Rev. Lam urges franchise for ‘young’ Chinese,” The Province, (November 21, 1944).
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V–J celebrations in Vancouver’s Chinatown
Photograph taken in August 1945 at a parade held in Vancouver’s Chinatown that celebrated the
Allied victory over the Japanese in World War II.
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Jack Lindsay, “View of crowd at VJ Day celebrations in Chinatown,” City of Vancouver Archives, CVA 1184-3049, August 1945,
http://vancouver.ca/ctyclerk/archives/photos/cva1184/sub1/A13378.jpg (Accessed October 11, 2011). © Public Domain, “City of Vancouver Archives, CVA 1184-3049, photographer Jack Lindsay”. http://vancouver.ca/ctyclerk/archives/
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Chinese war vets get ‘citizenship’
Article published in the Vancouver Sun newspaper on February
20, 1947.
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The Vancouver Sun
February 20, 1947

Chinese War Vets Get ‘Citizenship’
Four Chinese youths and three young Chinese women, all veterans of World War II, renewed their vows
of allegiance to their King and adopted country in
the Commodore Cabaret last night and were granted
the right to call themsevelves Canadians of Chinese
ancestry.
“You have earned your right to a citizenship by the part you played in
the armed forces of the World War just over. See to it that your retain
cognizance (awareness) of the great responsibilities you have assumed,”
His Lordship charged.
“It’s up to you to make it possible that all of those from foreign lands
can come in and recognize the duties and privileges of our glorious
country,” he added.
[…]
A. J Wickens, KC, Dominion President Army, Navy and Air Force Veterans in Canada, addressed the gathering. “I don’t want to see more Chinese in Canada, but I do want to see more Chinese Canadians.” MajorGeneral Odlum declared.
“Chinese war vets get ‘citizenship,’” Vancouver Sun, February 20, 1947.
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Insult erased
Editorial cartoon published in The Windsor Daily Star in January 1947.
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Patricia Roy, The triumph of citizenship: The Japanese and Chinese in Canada, 1941–67
(Vancouver, BC: UBC Press, 2007), p. 163. From the Windsor Daily Star.
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Douglas Jung and supporters
Photograph taken in 1957, shows Douglas Jung, a veteran of the Canadian army, and three of his
supporters after he became the first Chinese Canadian elected as a federal Member of Parliament
for Vancouver Centre where he served from 1957-1962.
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The Province, February 20, 1947. Vancouver Public Library Special Collections, VPL 41618B.
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Westernization
Excerpt from a book written by Wing Chung Ng entitled The
Chinese in Vancouver, 1945–80: the pursuit of identity and
power, published in 1967.
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Among Chinese people, the local-born often claim to be Canadians ….
Yet westerners have little respect for them and continue to call them Chinese.
Since their [way of] thinking has been westernized, they mix with westerners in their social life and have lost touch with the Chinese. Their contact with
[our] community has also been attenuated [weakened] as a result of their poor
command of Chinese language.
Wing Chung Ng, The Chinese in Vancouver, 1945–80: the pursuit of identity and power, (Vancouver, BC: UBC Press,
1999), p. 55.
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The Chinese in Canada
Excerpt from a book written by historian Peter Li entitled The
Chinese in Canada, published in 1998.
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Compared with their treatment before the war, the situation for the Chinese in
Canada after 1947 was a great improvement. Many discriminatory laws were
rescinded [cancelled] and the civil rights of Chinese Canadians were gradually
recognized. Parliament repealed [cancelled] the Chinese Immigration Act in
1947, lifting a barrier that had lasted for twenty-four years. The Chinese in British Columbia were allowed to vote in 1947, and those in Saskatchewan in 1951.
By late 1950s most of the discriminatory clauses against the Chinese had been
removed from provincial and federal statutes [laws].
[…]
The restrictions on Chinese immigration between 1947 and 1962 reflected the
racial bias [prejudice/unfairness] of Canadian immigration policy against Asian
and other non-white immigrants. Although the Chinese Immigration Act of
1923 was repealed [cancelled] in 1947, the Canadian government did not consider Chinese immigrants the equals of European or American immigrants. The
Korean War (1950–53), which involved the United States, Canada and other
countries of the West against North Korea and China, and the Cold War of the
1950s and 1960s created a new wave of Sinophobia [fear of China] that was in
part prompted by fear of communism. Fear of communist infiltration became
another convenient pretext to restrict the entry of Chinese to the immediate family members of citizens.
Peter Li, The Chinese in Canada, Second Edition (Don Mills, ON: Oxford University Press Canada, 1998), pp. 89–90,
93. Copyright © Oxford University Press Canada 1998. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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The road to enfranchisement
Excerpt from a journal article written by historian Carol Lee
entitled “The road to enfranchisement: Chinese and Japanese in
British Columbia,” published in 1976.
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While the Japanese-Canadians were forced into camps in the interior and vilified [spoken of in an abusive/negative manner] as potential enemy agents,
Canadians of Chinese descent benefited from identification with a wartime ally
[China was allied with Canada in World War II]. Popular sympathy for China
and respect for the Chinese people found a symbol in Madame Chiang Kai-Shek
[wife of China’s wartime leader], who was lionized [treated as a celebrity] during her 1943 visit to North America. The Canadian Chinese further enhanced
their public image by participating actively in the Canadian war effort. In every
Victory Loan Drive, the Chinese community oversubscribed its quota, and the
Vancouver Chinese achieved the distinction of contributing more per capita [per
person] than any other group in Canada. Chinese Canadians joined in Red Cross
and other service work. Some young men volunteered for service overseas;
others laboured in war industries or in research. In addition, Chinese Canadian
students gained a considerable amount of favourable publicity for academic
achievement. Three members of a Vancouver Chinese family, the Quans, won
recognition year after year by winning scholarships for outstanding performance
in entrance examinations and at UBC. One sympathetic article on the Quan family conveyed an important theme—that the younger generation of Chinese was
becoming Canadianized.
Carol Lee, “The road to enfranchisement: Chinese and Japanese in British Columbia,” BC Studies: The British Columbian Quarterly 30, 50 (1976), p. 50.
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The triumph of citizenship
Excerpt from a book written by historian Patricia E. Roy entitled
The triumph of citizenship: The Japanese and Chinese in Canada,
1941–67, published in 2007.
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[After World War II], [t]he provinces—mainly British Columbia—repealed laws and ended
customs that had limited the opportunities of Chinese to earn a living. At a personal level, the
1958 claim of the Vancouver Sun that a Chinese child could “grow up unaware that there’s such
a thing as racial discrimination” was probably too Pollyannaish [unrealistically hopeful/optimistic], since prejudice persisted among a few people. Nevertheless, friendships between individual
Chinese and Caucasian [white-skinned] gradually extended to the whole community as they
participated together in the workplace and other activities. So much assimilation took place, especially among the Canadian-born Chinese, that by the 1960s the Chinatowns of many Canadian
cities had disappeared ….
On V-J Day [Victory over Japan Day], the Chinese and Caucasians shared the festivities. That
sharing symbolized the goodwill that they had been developing over the long course of the
Pacific War [part of World War II]. The more than 100 Chinese residents marching behind a banner, “United in War, Let Us Be United in Peace,” were the highlight of Victoria’s civic parade
…. “Groups of Chinese joined with whites who gave vent to their joy” by dancing in New Westminster’s streets … though it was the younger Canadian-born Chinese, with “youthful hopes and
dreams of a future full of possibilities, ones that ignored the reality of lingering discrimination,”
who mostly joined in the festivities.
[…]
Overall, the medical health officer found that [in] Chinatown … living conditions had materially
improved, and younger Chinese, educated in local schools, were moving away from its congestion [Chinatown was overcrowded]. Yet a university student of Chinese descent told a CCF [a
left-wing political party that is now called the NDP] meeting that he expected existing racial
prejudice to increase after the war. The Vancouver Parks Board, for example, refused requests
to let Chinese use its Crystal Pool for more than one two-hour period each week. The workplace
did accept Chinese. In New Westminster, they took over fruit and vegetable stalls at the city
market when the Japanese left. When Vancouver could not find a white merchant to rent a fishmonger’s stall in its city market, only one alderman [an elected member of a municipal council]
opposed renting it to a Chinese. About ten percent of the members of the Dock and Shipyard
Workers Union in Victoria were Chinese, who got the same pay as white workers in similar jobs
….
Patricia E.Roy, The triumph of citizenship: The Japanese and Chinese in Canada, 1941–67 (Vancouver, BC: UBC Press,
2007), pp. 159–163. These excerpts are reprinted with permission of the Publisher from The Triumph of Citizenship
(2007) by Patricia E. Roy. Copyright University of British Columbia Press. All rights reserved by the Publisher.
www.ubcpress.ca
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